
My love for essential oils and my instinctive believes that it is Abba’s heart to bless us with these amazing plants and oils have 
always been a part of my life.  For a very long time I almost felt a bit “alone” on this journey and even secretly sometimes 
wondered if I was the weird one or if the rest of the world was a bit weird.  LOL.  Most people just weren’t interested in these
amazing plants but that has drastically changed in the last few years and I’m so grateful for that.

I think even though I knew a lot about the plants I don’t think I truly comprehended the true spiritual and medicinal value of 
these amazing oils until Abba started this intense new journey with me in 2020 when Healing Grace was born.  Even when He 
gave me the word “healing” as part of the name for the business I still didn’t really comprehend His plan.  I can’t wait for Him
to reveal His full plan and purpose for Healing Grace.

I’m sharing some info based on research done on many platforms.  I’m not a qualified expert in the field but I do agree with it.
I’m just sharing the basics in the most basic way to try and break open some profound truths hidden in all the confusion of the 
big scary words often used by the clever people.  Essential oils are not just medication or a quick fix for all our problems. It is 
very spiritual and should be used accordingly.  I personally believe that the oils and prayer go hand in hand.

Why do plants produce essential oils?
Essential oils are a critical part of a plants immune system which are produced to protect themselves against environmental 
threats. Wow!  That is just so amazing that we can have access to this.
Essential oils are made up of many molecules but according to studies and research these three are the most significant.  I’m
just going to share the basics on these because it is so mind-blowing, and it makes perfect sense to me now that I personally 
went from a dysfunctional thyroid (diagnosed by two different doctors) to a perfectly normal thyroid even after I chucked all
my meds in the bin because they made me feel even worse.  This happened while using the Healing Grace natural products 
created from essential oils.  Just the skincare range that I applied 2x per day over my face and neck.  At that point I did not even 
have the thyroid oil blend.  I believe these oils are anointed and that we will never, with our human brain, completely fathom 
their true significance.

So the three molecules are;
•Phenols & Phenylpropanoids

The most significant function they perform are the cleaning of the cell receptor sites (the way cells communicate with
each other). If your cells can’t communicate your body malfunctions which can result in sickness and disease. They
are also sometimes called hemiterpenes.

•Monoterpenes
Monoterpenes work on the DNA and epigenetics.
They have a variety of healing properties, but the most important role is that it can decode and recode miswritten
information in the cellular memory (DNA). WOW, WOW, WOW!!!!
Also believed to able to break open body memory. Things like trauma.

Essential Oils
Interesting reading on 



My closing statement
We’ve been wasting a precious gift from God for too long.
Educate yourself and spend time with Abba to really teach
you and guide you when using essential oils.
Unfortunately, there are many oil suppliers on the market
that either sell synthetic oils (man-made not God made,
simply put) or natural oils extracted with solvents
(chemicals) that will cause more harm to your body than
good but there are also many suppliers that really are part
of the bride of Christ. Ask the Holy Spirit to guide you to
the best supplier for your personal needs – not just
regarding purity etc. but really your personal basic needs
like accessibility, affordability, packing preference etc. The
most expensive oils are not necessarily always the best.
This is a spiritual journey. Embrace it.

Blessings, Donna

•Sesquiterpenes
Sesquiterpene molecules deliver oxygen molecules to cells. The first thing that pops into my head when
hearing that is covid. We are all concerned about our oxygen levels when battling covid.
Cedarwood contains 89% sesquiterpene – the highest of all the oils - in my personal opinion, a must have during this
time.

Another interesting fact
The blood brain barrier and essential oils
The unique chemistry of essential oils allows them to both easily cross the blood brain barrier and infuse the cells of your
brain tissue. This is BIND-BLOWING as the blood brain barrier prevents most remedies from accessing the brain. Even
some forms of chemo to treat brain tumors.
The blood brain barrier is a highly selective border comprised of cells extremely close together that protect your brain from
potentially dangerous agents that could disturb brain function. This tight gap between the cells allows only small
molecules, fat-soluble molecules, and some gases to pass freely through the capillary wall and into brain tissue. Essential
oils are both fat-soluble and comprised of extremely small molecules, making them an ideal remedy to access and heal
regions of the brain. There are approximately 40 million-trillion molecules in one drop of essential oils.
The limbic system serves as the control center in the brain for your emotions, feelings and psychological responses, along
with hunger, thirst and sex drive. Because essential oils are known to be able to cross the blood brain barrier and get into
the limbic system, it is also an extremely powerful tool for dealing with emotional challenges, like anxiety, depression,
trauma, grief, anger etc.


